
HOW TO WRITE A RESEARCH PAPER ON A NOVEL

I am a high school student, and my current assignment is to write a research paper on a novel that was earlier assigned
to us. How do I go.

Be objective and use so-called evaluative verbs to power your writing. It is very important to follow the style
recommended by your professors. It is different from drama in various aspects. Roddenberry, of course, never
flew a starship. How was Great Britain defeated by the Roman Empire? Every paper has two editing stages:the
developmental edit, and the line edit. You could probably write a paper based on this. What is the reason
behind the planetary movement? That way you'll show your acknowledgment and appreciation to other
writers', whose ideas you referred to in your work. Writing the body paragraphs This is a stage at which your
chosen topic should be argued upon, described, and explained. Put your weakest point first, and your strongest
point last. I preferred it to all be on one text document on my computer, but you could try a physical file, too.
Keep in mind that picking a topic that is interesting to you personally ensures a well-written paper. Good luck!
It is always a good idea to begin your introduction by providing a thought-provoking or controversial quote.
Find out what things taste like, smell like, feel like. It is also crucial that you apply your own analysis here.
Say, for example, you set your novel in Warsaw. Your instructor should have told you what type of citation
form to use, as well. The transitional thesis is the last sentence of your introduction, and it can be
positive-positive or positive-negative. The thesis statement should state the major purpose and idea of the
paper. Having collective research of previously published sources assists in gathering the best information and
ideas prior to exploring the topic. The society covers religion, culture, habits, living manners, ideologies,
classes, crucial problems and purification.


